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Let .iAk denote one of the families of binary trees, t-ary trees (t >2) or ordered trees with nodes 
labelled monotonically by elements of { 1 < 2 < ... <k}. The average height of the j-th leaf of the 
trees of ,#k with exactly n nodes is shown to converge to a finite limit (depending on k and j) 
for n + 03. The limit is determined explicitly for small values of k and its asymptotic behaviour 
in j and k is investigated. Some recent results on the average shape of rooted tree structures appear 
as special cases. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a rooted tree structure (in the sense of Knuth [7]) the nodes of which 
have been labelled monotonically by elements of { 1 < 2 < .a. < k), which means that 
any sequence of labels starting from the root of the tree is weakly monotone. In a 
recent paper [9] Prodinger and Urbanek have considered the problem of finding 
asymptotic equivalents to the numbers of such tree structures with n nodes in the 
case of some special families such as binary trees, t-ary trees, ordered trees etc. In 
the present work we want to give information on the average shape of some of these 
families by results of the following type: 
Let 9& be a given family of rooted tree structures labelled monotonically by 
elements of (1<2<... <k). The average height of the j f I-st leaf of the trees of 
.4$ with exactly n nodes (where all such trees of _lAk are regarded equally likely and 
leaves are enumerated from left to right) is shown to converge to a finite limit 
a,(j) for n+a. 
(Speaking less rigorously we will say, a,(j) describes the average height of the 
j + 1 -st leaf for ‘large node number n ‘.) 
Studying a well-suited generating function of the numbers a,(j) allows us 
(a) to compute ak(j) for small values of k explicitly, 
(b) to establish asymptotic results of the type 
a,(j) - Ckj”* (j-03) 
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where the constants C, are expressed in terms of some ‘characteristic quantities’ of 
the families A!?~, which have been studied extensively in the paper [9]. This allows 
us to describe the asymptotic behaviour of C, as 
C, - Ck-“= (k+m) 
with a constant C independent from k. 
Some of the material on the average shape of trees which has been worked out 
recently appears in special cases of results presented in these papers, e.g. 
(a) A theorem of Ruskey [lo] on binary trees, which in our terminology reads 
a (j) = 2*4_j(j+l) 1 -1 
- 8n-1’2.i “’ (j -+ =‘I. 
(b) A result of Kemp in his investigation [5] on the average oscillations of a stack 
during postorder-traversing of a binary tree. The average heights of the so called 
‘MAX-turns’ of the stack correspond to our numbers al(j) where .d is the family 
of ordered trees and fulfill the asymptotic formula 
a,(j) - 8(2n)P1’2j1’2 (j+=‘). 
In Section 2 we will try to give a relatively detailed development of our method 
in the case of binary trees. The method proves to be transferable to t-ary trees for 
general t 2 2 (where the results are less ‘legible’ than in the special case t = 2, which 
was the main reason for treating that case at first) and ordered trees. This will be 
done in Sections 3 and 4, where the style of presentation will be shorter for the sake 
of brevity of the whole paper. 
Remark. In the following considerations we will frequently use the abbreviation 
(.fz”> for the coefficient of .zn in the (formal) power series f(z). 
2. Binary trees 
Let & denote the family of extended binary trees (in the sense of Knuth [7]) 
labelled monotonically by elements of { 1 < 2 < ... <k} and 2k the corresponding 
family with labels taken from (2< ... <k+ l}. In the suggestive terminology of 
Flajolet (compare [3], and the comments in [9]) the families .4 may be defined by 
the formal equations 
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(2.1) 
where 0 is the symbol for a leaf and 0 for an (internal) node of the binary tree. 
Let &k,n denote the family of trees in ~8~ with exactly n (internal) nodes and 
yk = C,, ( yk,z”)zn the generating function of the numbers ( yk, z”) of trees in ~8~~~. 
(2.1) yields 
Yk =Y&, +zy;, fkr 1; Y, = 1 (2.2) 
(compare [9]). Let t be a tree of ~4 with at least j + 1 leaves (j20). By h,(t) we 
denote the height of thej + 1-st leaf, that means the number of elements of the chain 
connecting the root with the j + 1-st leaf where the leaf itself is not counted. 
If all trees of A$_ are regarded equally likely, the average height of the j + 1-st 
leaf is given by 
(yk,ZT’ c hj(t) (n Lj). (2.3) 
retg,, 
So we introduce the generating functions 
Hk,j(Z) I= C Z” C hi(t). (2.4) 
IllI fE 4.” 
Let uB1 (z) denote the generating function of the numbers <uif:(z), z”) of trees t of 
A?~,~, n 2 j, with hj(t)i h and 
Yk,j(Z) := c lYk’Zn)Zn (2.5) 
llz, 
the generating function of the numbers of trees with at least j + 1 leaves. Then, as 
an easy consequence of the definitions, 
Hk,j = C (Yk,j-'JFj). 
hz0 
In order to derive a recurrence relation for the functions Hk,j we first observe 
that by (2.2) and (2.5) 
with 
yk,j=yk_],j+Z(y~),~Ir jzl; YO,j =60,j (2.7) 
= ;Fj (yk,Z’)Z’ c (yk,Zn-i)Zn-i 
rl?l 
j-l 
+ c (yk,zi)zi c (yk,zn-i)Zn-i. 
i=o nzj-1 
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So we get 
j-l 
yk,j =Yk~,,j+zYk,jYk+zi~~(Yk,Zi)ZiYk,j-li. (2.8) 
A similar relation holds for the functions up;: 
‘k,.i ‘h+ll =$-+,fj+z$jYk+z c (yk,zi)zi”;;_l_i for dlj,h20. (2.9) 
r=o 
This can be seen by observing that a tree t E gk with hj (t) 5 h + 1 may be 0 or have 
a root labelled by elements of (2, . . . , k}, which yields the first term of the sum, or 
it starts with a root labelled by I. In the Iatter case thej+ 1-st leaf can be situated 
in the left subtree, which means that there is no restriction on the right subtree and 
yields the second term, or it lies in the right subtree, which means that the left sub- 
tree must have less than j inner nodes and establishes the third term. 
Subtracting relations (2.8) and (2.9) and summing up over all h 10 gives 
H,,j-(Yk,j-~~~)=H,-,,j-(Yk-l,j-~~!l,j)+ZHk,jYk 
j-l 
+Z C (Yk,Z')Z'Hk,j_l_, 
1-O 
and because of u/“) = Sj,, for all i 2 0, we get the desired recurrence 
j-l 
Hk,j(l-ZYk) =Hk~,,j+(Yk,j-Yk~,,j)+Z C (Yk,Zi)Z’Hk,j-l-i (2.10) 
I=0 
with Ho j=O. 
Let qk be the radius of convergence of the function y,. In [9] it is shown that the 
numbers qk fulfill the recursion 
qk+l = qk(l-qk) with 41 = $, (2.11) 
that z = qk is the only singularity on the circle of convergence of yk and y, behaves 
like 
Y&) = y&k) - a,(q, - z)1’2 + (l(qk - z) (z+qk). (2.12) 
Of course the functions yk, j have the same singularities as yk and behave like 
Yk,j(Z)=yk,j(qk)-ak(qk-z)1’2+R(qk-zZ) (2.13) 
where ak is the same constant as in (2.12). 
Consider now recursion (2.10) again: By (2.2) 
(1 - zYk)-r = Yk’+k~l 
and because of qk < qk_ I < 1.. <ql, Hk,j must have its singularity nearest to the 
origin at z=qk, too, and, again by (2.10) and (2.13), behave like 
Hk,j(Z) =Hk,j(qk)-ak,j(qk-z)1’2+ fl(qk-2). (2.14) 
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The asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients 
of Hk,j (compare (2.4)) follows by a theorem of Darboux (see e.g. 12, p. 2771, 
[4, p. 211f.1, [8] or the applications in [9]) to be 
l/2 
qinn-3/2 (n-+03) (2.15) 
and because of 
(which again follows by Darboux’s theorem from relation (2.12), compare also [9]), 
we get 
ok(j) := lim 
(Hk,j,Zn) ak,j 
‘-c= (yk,?? =a, 
where a,(j) denotes the desired average height of the 
(compare the comments in the introduction). Let 
A,&) := c &(j)uj 
JBO 
be the corresponding generating function in u and 
H~(z, U) I= C Hk,j(Z)Uj. 
jr0 
j + 1-st lea 
(2.16) 
f for ‘large n’ 
Relations (2.16) for all jr 0 may be rewritten now in shorter form as 
akAk(u) = lim 
f&&h, U) -H/k, U) 
z-f?; (qk - z)l’* ’ 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
where the limit on the right side of the equation is to be carried out for each coeffi- 
cient of the term, which is considered as a formal power series in U. 
A recurrence relation on the series H&z,u) is derived in the following way: By 
(2.10) we have 
Hk(z,n)(l -Zyk(Z)) =Hk-l(Z,u)+ c Uj(Yk,/(Z)-Yk-,,j(Z))+ 
120 
+ ZW’,(ZU)ff,(Z, U) (2.20) 
and by Abel’s summation formula 
C uj(~k,;-~k_~,j)=-,~o((~k,j+~-~k,j)-(~k-~,j+~-~k-~.j))~ 
;ro > 
= j;o(o’k,Z’~Zj-t~k-i,Zj)Zj)~ 
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with 
Ai :=_Yi(Z)-U_Yi(ZU). (2.21) 
Using this definition and observing (2.2) we further have 
ZY,&) + ZUY,(ZU) = 
z&z) - zu2y,?(zu) d,(z,u)-d,_,(z,u) 
= Y/C(Z) - UYk(ZU) A,(% U) 
so that (2.20) may be rewritten in the form 
H&i U> 
Ak-lk U) 
Ak(G U) 
= Hk-l(Z,U) + &&(Z,Uu)-Ax-,(Z,u)) (2.22) 
for all k L 1, with Ho(z, u) = 0. 
This leads to the following explicit expression for Hk(z, u): 
A,(Z,U) k A;(Z,Uu)-A;-,(Z,U) 
H&,U) = l_u c 
r-l Ai-,(z,u) * 
(2.23) 
In the following we denote by @u(qk-z) a formal power series in u, the coeffi- 
cients J;(z) of which are functions in z, behaving like A(z) = C?(qk - z), (z + qk). 
(The 0-constant may depend on j.) In this notation we have by (2.13) 
and 
A,&, u) = d,(&, u)-ak(qk-t)“‘+/:(qk-t), 
A,(Z,U) = Ai(qk,U) + &(qk-Z) (Osisk-1) 
A/&, U) A k(qk, u) 
= Ak-,(qk,U) 
- 
Akml(Z>U) 
Ak_,;;k U)(qk-Z)1'2+ib(qk-Z)* 
9 
Furthermore 
Hk-,(Z,U) = ffk-,(qk,U)+(:(qk-Z) 
which follows from the behaviour of di (OS is k - 1) and (2.23) for Hk- 1. Putting 
everything together, (2.22) yields 
Hk-,(qkrU) 
Hk(Z,U)=ffk(hU)- Ak_,(qk,U) ak(qk -Z)"2 
-A A;;;;;:;;) ak(qk-d’2 
+ ~Uk(qk-Z)“‘+i,(Yk--Z). 
Observing Yk(qk) = 1/2qk and Yk- i(qk) = 1/4qk (Compare (2.2)) We have 
~k-~(qk,u)=Yk~~(~k)-Uyk~I(~k~U) 
=~k(~k)-Yk-l(~k)+~Yk(~kU)--~k-l(~kU)--~k(~kU) 
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= q&(qJ + q/$*Y:(q,u) - 2q,Yk(qk)wk(qk~) 
= q,&(q,, u> (2.24) 
and therefore (2.19) yields with the estimation from above 
A (U) = %l(qk,U) 1 
f- 
( 
2&(q/f, u) 
k 
-- 
1 
dk-,(qk, u, 1-u dk-l(qk,U) > 
= HkbI(qk>U) + 
q,‘$(q,, u, 
-1 . 
> 
(2.25) 
To give some examples we evaluate (2.25) in the cases k = 1 and k = 2 explicitly: 
The case k= 1 corresponds to unlubelled binary trees: Here we have 
so that 
&AZ, u) = 0, A&, u) = 1 -u, Y,(Z) = (1 - (1 - 4z)“*)/2z 
Ll,(q,,U)=Ll,($,U)=2(1-U)“* 
A,(u) =4(1-u)-3’2-(1-~)-‘. 
The expansion yields 
(2.26) 
a (j) = 2.4-j(j+l) 1 -1 (2.27) 
which is just the result of Ruskey [lo] cited in the introduction. 
Consider now k = 2, which is the case of monotone Boolean labelling: We have 
to compute 
ff,(q,, u) = 
~,(q*,u) ~lc?,~~) 
1-U ( ~o(q,, u> 
Now d,(q,,u)=l-u,q,=&, yI(q2)=+ and therefore 
Ll,(q,,u) =+-$(l-(I-$)“2) = _4+;(1-$#’ 
which gives 
d I(429 u) 
ff,(q,,u)= (l_u)2 (-~+~<l+) “*-(l-U)). 
By formula (2.25) 
fflh72, u> 1 
A*(U) = 
~,(q*,u) + 1-u 
-1 . 
> 
By (2.2) we get 
d,(q,, 24) = $(--l+ 2(1- ~24)1’2)1’2 
and so 
A,(u) = 
1 
---(-~+~(l-~U)“*-(l-U)) 
(l-u)2 
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+ &(4(-1+2(1-+~)‘/‘))‘~-1) 
or 
AZ(U) = 4(-1+2(1-+~)“~)-“~+~ ~(-1+2(1-~~)1’2)-2 . 
> 
Now for u+l- 
(2.28) 
so that we get 
A2@) = 4(+)*‘2(1 - u)~~‘~ + ci((l- u)-“~) (2.29) 
and by Darboux’s theorem cited above 
(x2(j) = 8 (j-w). (2.30) 
Increasing values of k lead to more and more complicated terms for Ak(u), but 
it is possible to establish the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients ok(j) for 
j- 03 in the following way: The functions dk(qk, u) =yk(qk) - uyk(qku) have radius 
of convergence 1 and the behaviour near the algebraic singularity u = 1 is determined 
by the behaviour of yk(z) near z = qk (compare (2.12)): 
and 
Ll,(q& u) = a,q;‘*(l- u)1’2 + c”r(l -u), 
d,_,(q,,u)=q,d~(q,,u)=a~q~(l-u)+M((1-U)3’2) (compare (2.24)) 
Hk-l(qk,U)=Hk-l(qk,l)+(“(l-U) (u-+1-), 
which follows from (2.23) for Hk_ 1. 
Putting everything together we get the following behaviour of AI for u + l- 
(u = 1 must be its singularity nearest to the origin by (2.25) and the considerations 
above): 
A&) = 2ai1q,3’2(1 - u)-~‘* + @((I -u)-‘). (2.31) 
Making again use of Darboux’s theorem we get the desired asymptotic formula 
o,(j) = 4n -l/2aklqi3/2j1/2 + a(I) (j-tm). (2.32) 
The COnStantS ak can be expressed explicitly in terms of the singularities (qi)lsisk 
by formulas (6.15), (6.19) and (6.12) of Prodinger/Urbanek [9]: 
k-l 
ak = qkl fl (1 - 2qi)-1’2 
,=l 
(2.33) 
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and therefore 
k-l 
(rk(j) -j1’24(7tqk)-1’2 n (1 -2Qi)1’2. 
i=l 
The asymptotic behaviour of the constants 
c, = 4(nqJ”2 fl (1 - 2q;)1’2 
,=I 
follows now by [9, (6.15) and (6.20)] to be 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
C, - Ck-1’2 (k-t CO). (2.36) 
(Table 2 at the end of Section 3 shows the values of the constants C, for small 
values of k under the notion C,(2).) 
We summarize the main results of this section in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. The average height of the j + 1st leaf of a binary tree with exactly 
n internal nodes labelled monotonically with elements of (1~ 2 < ..a <k) converges 
for fixed j and n + 00 to a finite limit ok(j) which has the following asymptotic 
behaviour: 
k-l 
a,(j) - j1’24(Xqk))1’2 fl (l-2qi)1’2 (j-03) 
i=l 
where the numbers qi fulfill the recursion 
41 =b, qi+l =4i(l_qi) (i2 1) 
and the constants 
4(nq,))1’2 n (1 - 2q;)1’2 - Ck-1’2 (k + m). 
,=l 
So the order of increasement of ok(j) with j- 03 is j”’ for all k, but the in- 
creasement gets smaller in this order if the set of labels is enlarged. 
Of course (2.36) does not answer the question on the order of increasement of 
ok(j) for k * 03 with a fixed value of j. We investigate this problem for j = 0, that 
means, we compute the average height of the leftmost leaf for ‘large n’: By (2.25) 
A/#-8 =q_,(qk,O) l 
%Y&&) 
+ 
( 
2 - 1 . 
c?kY&k) > 
Now (2.23) shows that 
k-’ Yi(qk)-Yi-l(Qk) 
ff,,-I(qk90) =Yk-,(qd c 
r=, Yi-l(qk) . 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
The values of _Yi (qk) are contained implicitly in the considerations of [9, $61, but it 
is not difficult to compute them directly in the following way: We first extend 
recursion (2.11) to 
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40=3, qi+1 = qiu-CT;) (i20) 
and define numbers bi (05 i 5 k) by 
(2.39) 
bi := qkYi(qk)* 
Then bi(l-bi)=bi_t (Isi( bk=+=qO (compare (2.2)). SO we have b;=qk_; 
(OSi<k) or 
yi(qk) = qk-i 
qk 
(05iSk). (2.40) 
Relation (2.38) reads now 
Hk_I(qk,O) = 1 ki’ -%- 
4q, i=l l-q, 
and by (2.37) we derive 
k-1 qi 
A/JO) = 3 + c - 
;=, l-q; 
(kr 1). (2.41) 
The asymptotic behaviour of the sequence (qk) is established in de Bruijn [I, 
p. 154ff.l to be 
(k-+a) (2.42) 
and thereby 
A/JO) = log k + n(l) (k + 00). (2.43) 
Theorem 2.2. The average height of the leftmost leaf of a binary tree with n nodes 
labelled monotonically of ( 1 < 2 < ... <k) fulfills ‘for large n’ 
k-1 qi 
a,(O) = 3 + c - 
i-1 l-qi 
(kz 1) 
with qi as in Theorem 2.1. For k + 00 
c+(O) - log k. 
The following Table 1 shows the first values of ok(O). 
Table 1 
k ak(O) k ffk(O) 
1 3 6 4.018819 
2 3.333333 7 4.129698 
3 3.564103 8 4.228418 
4 3.743826 9 4.317477 
5 3.892110 10 4.398663 
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By similar but somewhat more complicated considerations we get 
Theorem 2.3. ak(j) - C(j) log k (fixed j, k + 03). 
3. T-ary trees 
The methods of Section 2 allow a treatment of t-ary trees for general t I 2. For 
the sake of brevity we give only short comments and refer to the more detailed 
proofs of the corresponding results in Section 2. 
The generating functions of monotonically labelled t-ary trees fulfill (compare 
19~7.21) 
Yk=Yk_*+ZY: (k 2 I), y,= 1. (3.1) 
For the following observe that a I-ary tree with n (internal) nodes has exactly 
1 + (t - 1)n leaves. 
Let Hk,j(z) again be the generating function of the sum of heights of the j + I-st 
leaf over all t-ary trees with n (int.) nodes (1 + (t - 1)n zj + 1, which ensures that 
there are at least j + 1 leaves). We have 
Hk,j = c (yk, j -undo> 
hz0 
(3.2) 
where yk, j and Vk, j Ih1 have a meaning as in Section 2, especially 
Yk,j = c (yk,f)f. (3.3) 
n,[//(I-I,J 
The recursions corresponding to (2.8) and (2.9) read now (r+ 1 is the number of 
the subtree of the root which contains the j + 1-st leaf): 
I-I j-1 
Yk,j=Yk~i,j’-z~~~Y~-‘-‘c [YLl]iYk,j-1-i 
1-O 
(3.4) 
and 
where . . 
[yrkli = f(Y;.z”) ~t~~~~~+wh 
is the generating function of r-tuples of t-ary trees with together exactly i + 1 leaves. 
Subtracting (3.5) from (3.4) and summing up we get 
Hk,j(‘-ZY:-‘)=Hk~1,j+(Yk,j_Yk~l,j) 
1-1 J-1 
+zc Yk 
r=l 
‘-l-r iFo [YiIiHk,j_l_;. (3.6) 
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By the results of [9, $71 on the singularities of the functions yk for t-ary trees we 
have again the behaviour 
Yk,j(Z) = yk,j(4k)-ak(qk-Z)1’2+ o(qk-Z), 
Hk,j(Z) =Hk,j(qk)-ak,j(qk-Z)1’2+ @(qk-Z) 
(3.7) 
where ak, ak,j and the singularities qk clearly depend on t! So the desired average 
heights for n + 03 are again given by 
Let 
ak(f, j) = ak, j/ak. 
A&) = c ok(&j)uj 
jz0 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
be the corresponding generating function. Then we have, as in (2.19), 
with 
akAk(u) = lim 
H&k, u> - ffk(Zv u, 
z-q, (qk-Z)1’2 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Recursion (3.6) and Abel’s summation formula (compare the proof of (2.22)) 
yield now 
H/k, U) 
A,-,(z> u, 
with 
Ak(Zv U> 
= Hk_l(Z,U) + &(dk(Z&)--dy-dZd6) (3.12) 
A;(z,u) := yJz)-UY;(U'-'z). (3.13) 
By (3.10) and (3.7) and the last definition we have again 
ffk-,(qk,U) 
Ak(U) = d,_,(q,,u) 
(3.14) 
In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of ak(t, j), j-+ 03, we have to investi- 
gate the behaviour Of d,(q,, 2.4) and dk_ 1 (qk, U), U + l- : 
A,(q,, u) = yk(qk) - uy,(&‘q,) = akqi’2(t - 1)“2(1 - u)~‘~ + 0(1- U) 
and 
A,-,(%U) =yk-I(~k)-yk~l(U’-l~k)+(l--)Yk-I(~’~l~k) 
=((f-l)qkY~-,(qk)+yk-,(qk)>(1-u)+(i((l-u)2) 
as well as 
Hk-t(qk,U) =Hk-t(qk,l)+o(l-U). 
By relation (3.14) we get 
1 2a,qa”(t - 1)“2 
Ak(U)= (l-u)3’2 (t-l)qky;-,(qk)+Ykp,(qk) 
+ (((1 -U))1) (3.15) 
and by the theorem of Darboux 
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(3.16) 
where all general constants clearly depend on t. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the singularities qk is given by [9, (7.10)]: 
L=(t-l)k++tlogk+C+iit‘ 
qk 
(k-tm) (3.17) 
with a constant C depending on t. It is possible to express all general constants of 
formula (3.16) by the numbers qi in the following way: By [4] 
jak2 = lim _$(z)(Yk(qk) -yk(z)h 
2-q; 
(3.18) 
If we remember the definition of ak and take notice of 
_d(z)(l--tYk(Z)‘-l) =&-l(z)+Yk(# (3.19) 
(compare (3.1)), we get 
hl(qk)+Yk(qk)’ 
qkt(t- 1)Yk(qk)1p2’ 
By a similar proof as of (2.38) it follows from [9, (7.9)] that 
(Orisk), 
1 
with q” = 7’ 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
especially 
Y/&k) = (tqk)-“(j-? (3.22) 
It remainS t0 COmpUte yLpl(qk): Let ci :=y;(qk) (Osisk- 1). Relation (3.19) with 
k substituted by i and z=qk yields 
c;(l-qkt_&(qk)f-l) = c;-l+Y;(qk)’ 
and because of (3.21) this means 
f/(l- 1) 
c,(l-tqk-j)=Cj_l+ 
so that finally 
(3.23) 
By the asymptotic formula (3.17) (i.e. the methods of [l, p. 154ff.l) and Satz 10 of 
Knopp [5, p. 2311 it is not difficult to prove that 
&i(qk) - C’(t)k”(‘-‘) 
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as well as 
Qk - C”@)k”F’) (k--fm) 
so that we get (a closed formula for Ck(t) would be very complicated) 
Theorem 3.1. The average height of the j + 1-st leaf of a t-ary tree with n (interval) 
nodes labelled monotonically with elements of { 1 < 2 < ... <k} converges for fixed 
j and n + 03 to ffk (t, j), where 
u&j) -j1’2Ck(t) (j + 00) 
where the constants C,(t) are expressed by relations (3.16), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.23) 
and behave like 
C,(t) - C(t)k-“* (k+m). 
Even the special case k= 1, which corresponds to the family of unlabelled t-ary 
trees does not seem to have been treated in literature so far: By (3.16) 
a(t, 1, j) - j1’24 
t-1 1’2 ( > 1,2 52 a1q1 
where 
With 
+a: = 
Y1W2 
41ttt- 1) 
(compare (3.20)). 
1 t-1 I-I 
41 =t 
(-> t 
(compare 19,071) 
Ylbl) = h (compare (3.22)) 
and therefore 
a, = 21/2tu+ I)/2 (l_ p+2v2 
so that we get 
Corollary 3.2. For unlabelled t-ary trees the numbers cr(t, 1, j) described in 
Theorem 3.1 fulfill 
(3.24) 
We conclude this section with Table 2 of C,(t) for small values of t and k: for 
this purpose we use the following recurrence relation, which makes it possible to 
compute the exact values of the numbers qk (compare 19, (7.8f)]) 
t-1 
rk 
qk = - t ’ 
where rO=l, rk+,=rk-2 tt (kr0) 
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from which 
qk+, = qk(l -qk)t-‘, with q. = l/t. 
17s 
(3.25) 
Table 2. Values of Ck(t) 
k\t 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 4.513517 2.763953 2.127692 1.784124 1.563528 1.407336 
2 3.685271 2.232094 1.710495 1.43073 1 1.251858 1.125578 
3 3.232196 1.944734 1.486287 1.241377 1.085 178 0.975094 
4 2.927372 1.753171 1.337398 1.115901 0.974876 0.875603 
5 2.701627 1.612316 1.228242 1.024059 0.894223 0.802906 
6 2.524671 1.502540 1.143371 0.952740 0.831643 0.746530 
7 2.380593 1.413586 1.074730 0.895120 0.781117 0.701034 
8 2.260035 1.339455 1.017620 0.847222 0.739139 0.663249 
9 2.157050 1.276350 0.969073 0.806535 0.703497 0.631178 
10 2.067636 1.221728 0.927101 0.771383 0.672716 0.603488 
4. Ordered trees 
The considerations on binary and t-ary trees essentially bear the ideas of the treat- 
ment of this present case already if they are read with the right interpretation, and, 
vice versa, the considerations of this chapter will give more insight why a special 
style of presentation has been chosen for some of the proofs and results in Sections 
2 and 3. 
According to [9] and the usual definition of ordered trees in literature we have 
the following formal equalities for the families gk of ordered trees with nodes 
labelled monotonically with elements of { 1 < 2 < 1.. < k}: 
(4.1) 
Q + /gJ + R + ... 
J k .!dk dk .?Ak dk 3k 
where 4 is again the family with labels taken from {2< ... <k+ 1). The corres- 
ponding generating functions must fulfill 
2 
yk=yk-l+- 
l-y, 
(kr I), y. = 0. (4.2) 
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Remark. For the sake of analogy of the results of this section with those of 2 and 
3 it is very much convenient to alter the meaning of some notations: 
(a) There is no distinction between leaves and (internal) nodes now as it was with 
binary and C-ary trees, which means that leaves (i.e. nodes having no son) have now 
to be counted within the concerned number of nodes. As a consequence the height 
of a leaf shall now be the number of all nodes in the chain connecting the root with 
the leaf. 
(b) The argument or index j in terms concerning a special leaf will now refer to 
the j-th leaf (and not to the j + 1-st as before). 
Let Yk;n,l be the number of ordered trees in :%k with exactly n nodes and A leaves. 
The generating functions corresponding to Yk and Yk, j in SeCtiOnS 2 and 3 are now 
Yk,j(& u) := c Yk;n,dd 
nal.Azj 
Yk,j(z) :=Yk,j(& 1)~ 
(4.3) 
Y&U) :=Yk,,(Z,Uh 
Yk(Z) = Yk, l(z) = Ykh lb 
We remark for later considerations that the functions Yk(z, U) fulfill the equation 
Yk(Z, u) = Yk- I(& u) + zu + 
zYk(% u> 
1 -Y,iJZ, u) ’ 
(4.4) 
which can be seen immediately from (4.2) and the definition. (4.4) may be trans- 
formed to the recursion 
for all kr 1, Y,(Z, u) = 0. (4.5) 
The functions Yk,J (z) fulfill the recursion 
yk,j(Z) =Yk-~,j(Z)fZaj,l 
f-l j-1 
+Z c c Yk(Z)‘-l-’ c (Yi(Zy”), u’)Yk,j-i(z). 
l?, r=O 1=0 
(4.6) 
(The first term of the right side corresponds to the trees of gkjk, the second term 
to 0 and the third one to all remaining trees of s?~, where C denotes the number 
of subtrees of the root and the j-th leaf is in the r+ 1-st of these subtrees.) 
Let o~~j(z) be the generating function of trees in -/Ak with at least j leaves, where 
the height of the j-th leaf is smaller or equal to h. Just the same considerations as 
above lead to 
UBJ 'l(Z) = Uf_+lf j(Z) + Zdj, 1 
f-l J-1 
+ z c c y/Jz)~-‘-’ c <Y,gZ,U), ui>u&;(z) (4.7) 
ftl r-o i-0 
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with Oaks. = 0. Let 
Hk,j (z) := C (Yk, j (z) - upi (2)) 
ha0 
(4.8) 
be the ‘sum of the heights of thej-th leaf’-generating 
the recursion 
function. Then (4.7) yields 
Hk,j(~) = Hk-l,j(Z)+Yk,j(Z)-Yk-l,j(Z) 
f-l J-1 
+ Z C C _Yk(Z)f-'-r C (YL(Z, U), u’)Hk,j-i(t) (4.9) 
121 r=O i=O 
and with the definition 
we get 
H~(z, U) := C Hk,j(z)u’ (4.10) 
j>l 
H~(z,~)=H~-I(z,~)+ C U’(Yk,j(Z)-Yk_1,j(Z)) 
J>l 
f-l 
+ z C C Y,Az)~-~-~Y&, ~YfMz, u> 
ftl r=O 
or equivalently 
Let 
Z 
(1 -Yk(zMl _Yk(Z, u)) > 
= fL~(z, u) 
+ C uj(Yk,j(Z)-Yk-I,j(Z)). 
jr1 
o~(z,u):=y;(z)-Y;(z,~u). (4.11) 
With this abbreviation we have by recursions (4.2) and (4.4) 
+Yk-1(Z,U)-zZ(l--U)) 
1 =p 
A,(z, u) 
(A,Jz,u)--d-I(z,u)--(l--U)). 
By Abel’s summation formula (compare the proof of (2.22)) 
so that we find 
H&i U) 
A,_,(Z,U)+Z(l-U) 
A/&U) 
=Hk-,+ ~(dp(z,U)-Ak-l(Z,rU)). (4.12) 
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The behaviour of yk(z) near its (algebraic) singularity qk nearest to the origin has 
been investigated in [9, $81 and is again of the type 
Yk(Z) =yk(qk)-ak(qk-d”2+P(qk-d (z+qk). (4.13) 
The functions Yk(Z, U) behave like 
Y,(+% n) = yk(qk, U) + @(qk - z) (4.14) 
with 0” in the sense of Section 2: Consider the SingUhrity (ER) z =pk(U) of Y&, 1.4) 
nearest to the origin; it is determined by the equation 
f(z,n):=(l+z(1-n)-Yk_r(z,n))2-4z=0 
(compare (4.5)). Now z = qk is the zero nearest to the origin of 
and 
f(z, 1) = (l-Y,P,(z))2-4z 
f(Z,U)>f(Z,l)~O 
for any fixed O<u< 1 and O<z<qk, so that Pk(#)>qk. 
A fortiori each of the coefficient series (Yk(Z, u), uj> in z must have a radius of 
convergence greater than qk. 
If we define (with ok(j) as in Section 2) 
we get 
Now 
AI := c &(j)d 
JBI 
(4.15) 
akAk(U) = hm 
Hk(qk, U) - ffk(z, U) 
(qk - 2)“’ ’ 
(4.16) 
z-9, 
dk(Z,U) =dk(qk,U)--k(qk-d”2+@,(qk-Z) 
dk-1(&U) =~k-,(qk,U)+e’u(qk-Z) 
so that 
A&‘, n) Ak(qk, n) 
Ak-1(Z,U)+Z(l--U) =Ak-&k,U)+qk(l-U) 
ak 
-h(qk,U)+qk(l-U) 
(qk - z)“2 + flu(qk - z). 
Relation (4.12) leads now to the estimation 
ak 
Hk(z,U) =Hk(qk,U) -Hk-l(qk,U) Ak_,(qkrU)+qk(l_U) (qk - d”* 
I.4 
_ - 
1-U ak 
;:~;q~;;;;,::~ ;; (qk _z)1/2 
U 
- - l-u ak d*_,(q~:~;;;(l -U) @k-e2 
+ @&k-z) 
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and finitely by (4.16) 
ffk-l(qk,U) u 2~k(qk,U)--kk1(qkvU) +- Ak(u)=dp_I(qkrU)+qk(l-U) 1-u dk-, qk, )+qk(l-u). (4.17) 
As in Sections 2 and 3 we consider the example k = 1 in detail, which corresponds 
to unlabelled ordered trees. Here we have by (4.17) 
~4 2d,(q,,u) 824 
A,(u) = - 
1-u ql(l_u) =(,Al(qlTu). 
Now q, =$, y,(q,) =+ (compare (4.2)) and by (4.5) 
d,(q,,u) =Y,(q,)-Y,b7,,U) =7 
l-U+(l-U)“2 
21/2 (1+yy’2 
and therefore 
(4.18) 
and by Darboux’s theorem 
o,(j) = 8(2~t-“~j 1’2 + 1 + O(jP1’*) (j- 00) (4.19) 
which is just the result of Kemp [5] on the average height of the ‘MAX-turns’ of 
a stack during postorder-traversing of a binary tree. 
Next we discuss the situation for general k in short: By (4.5) 
d&k, u) = Yk(qk) _Yk(CTk, u) 
=yk(qk)-~+3qk(l-U)--5yk~l(qk,U) 
+5[(1+qk(l-u)-y,~,(q,,u))2-4qkl”2. 
It is an immediate consequence of (4.2) resp. the definition of qk (compare also 
[9, (8.6)]) that 
Y&k) = +(l+_JLr(qk)) and qk = (l-Yk(qk))*. 
with these identities and the definition 
we get 
dk-, := 
aYk-l 
a24 u= l,z=qk 
(4.20) 
d,(q,,u) = /‘/(1-u)+~[(1-y,~,(q,)+qg,(l-u)+d,~,(1-u))2 
- 4q, + (/((I - u)2)] “* 
= (q;‘2+q;‘2d,_,)“2(1-U)“2+ (/(l--u) (u-l-). (4.21) 
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Furthermore 
o,_,(qk,U)=d&,(1-U)+(1((1--)2) 
so that by 
A,&) = u l_u &i(~;:;:$-~) +cW-u)-l) 
A/(U) = 2q;‘4(q,+d,_,)p(1 - zp2+ a((1 - u>-1) (4.22) 
and 
a,(j) -j”24(n(q;‘2+q;1’2dk_l))-“2+ 0(l) (j-00). (4.23) 
The constants d, defined in (4.20) may be determined as follows: By (4.4) 
= qk+dj_l 
and by [9, (8.6)] this is equivalent with 
di(l-Cl-i) = qk+d,-l (4.24) 
so that 
k-l r 
4-l =q+, p, &. 
(4.25) 
I 
In [9, $81 it is shown that the singularities qi fulfill the recursion 
q,? 1 = q,:l+q;+2, 41 =d (or qi+l = 4/U + q,12) (4.26) 
and behave like 
(k--f m). (4.27) 
Using again Satz 10 of Knopp [6, p. 2311 we find 
,fi, (l-q,) - C’r-1’2 (Wo3) 
and therefore 
k-1 r 
,, ,; &- C”k3’2 (k+m) 
I 
which yields 
ak(j) - ck j"' (j + 00) 
with ck - Ck-“’ (k + 00). 
(4.28) 
Theorem 4.1. The average height of the j-th leaf of an ordered tree with n nodes 
labelled monotonically with labels of (I< 2< ..a <k} converges for fixed j and 
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n + 03 to a finite limit ak(j), which has the following asymptotic behaviour 
-l/2 
a,(j)-j1’2Ck=j1’24 (j + =‘I 
where the numbers qi fuIfil1 the recursion 
42 1 = q,rl+ qi + 2, I 41 = a9 
and the constants 
C, - Ck-“2 
The following Table 3 
Table 3 
(k--t 00). 
shows the values of C, for 1~ ks 10: 
k ck k ck 
1 3.191538 6 I .406303 
2 2.335961 I 1.307827 
3 1.940912 8 1.227788 
4 1.699422 9 1.161033 
5 1.531721 10 1.104231 
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